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use of the canal. They would have the right, consequently, of landing,
and of using the bank of the canal in a manner consistent with the
rights of navigation; but it would also follow that if the canal is to be
filled up and not used for the purposes of navigation, and the bed of
the canal is to become dry land, then the rights of the defendants as
purchasers of the canal, and its appurtenances, would not extend
south of what might be regarded as the highest water line. In other
words, because they were owners of the canal, and it had ceased to
be such, they could not be permitted to extend their rights over. the
adjoiniu'g banks, and include land of owners abutting upon the
canal.
The motion for a new trial will, therefore, be overruled.

STEPHENSON v. BnOOKLYN CRoss-ToWN R. Co.-

(Ci1'cuit (Jourt, E. D. New York. July 25,1881.)

1. PATENTfl FOR lNVENTIQ.."ls-llllPROVEMENT IN STREET-CARS-WANT OF Nov-
EJ;rY-PATENT No. 142,810.
Where a patent .was claimed for an invention for an improvement in street-

cars, the device being onll for opening and closing a door. and it was shown, as
a defense to an action for an infringement, that some years prior to the time'
when it was said to have been invented another person made a machine in-
tended for the purpose of opening and closing a door, similar iuaU its: essen-
tial features to that upon which the patent was claimed, and used it during two ,
weeks to open and close a door, and numerous persons saw the machine in
operation, though the device was not applied to the door of a car, the defense
of want of novelty must be !Leld to havlJ been made out, and patent No. 142,.
810 is void.

2. SAME-PATENT No. 16J,568.
In a suit for alleged infringement of a patent for a .device for signaling

drivers on street-cars, consisting of two bell-cords with passing
along the lower margin of the roof on opposite sides of the car, and connecting
directly with a bell or gong attached to the outside of the driver's end of the
car, held, that there was no novelty in the use of cord or pull-straps, nor in the
length of the pull-straps; nor was any new and different result attained by the
change ,of the location of the cord, etc., from the top of the car to the lower
margin of the roof, nor in duplicating the cord, etc.; nor was there a patent-
able combination of the cord and pull-straps with the car, or the sides of the
car, effected by placing the cord, etc., along the side of the car. Held, also,
that the addition of pendants to the cord, and drawing the cord taut, was not
sufficient to support.the patent, since attaching pendants to a cord is not a new
idea, nor was it showJ1 that ataut cord was a feature. Patent No.
161,568 is void.

"Reported by R. D.... Wyllya BenedIct
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3. SAME-PATENT No. 167,585. ,
A device consisting of a mirror so arranged in connection with the front

hood of a car as to enable the driver to see into lhe ear without turniug
round, is not an accomplishment of ,a nEjw effect by a peculiar and novel method
of using a mirror, and patent No. 167,585 is void.

George G1:fford, for complainant.
Francis Rawle, for respondent.
BENEDICT, D. J. This action is fOllnded upon three several pat-

ents for improvements in street-darB, issued to or owned by the plain-
tiff, John Stephenson. The nominal defendant is the Brooklyn Cross-
'Town Railroad Company, but the real defendant is stated to be the
firm of J. G. Brill & Co., of Philadelphia, the builders of the cars
which are alleged to infringe upon'the pa.tentssued on. ' These pat-
ents will be considered in the order in which they are set forth in the
. bill. The first patent set forth in the bill, No. 142,810, is for an
invention made by John A. O'Haire. It was issued September 16,
1873, and afterwards assigned to the plaintiff. The invention secured
by this patent is stated in the specification to consist in-
,"A rod passing tromthe tront to rear of the car through a hollow bar,
from which the hand-straps are suspended, and which has a crank 01' lever
secured to each end. The front lever is in easy reach of the driver, while the
rear one carries a roller which works up and down in a rectangular frame
secured to the rear edge of 'the door,and through which the door is moved
back aild forth."
The claim is for thti,rod, the crank or lever, and guiding frame

securel to the door; and combined' with an operating lever for the
driver, substantially as shown and described. In regard to this pat-
ent the question has been raised whether it is not by its terms limited
to a dtlvice where the rock shaft is placed within a hollow bar. If
the patent be so limited, it is conceded that no infringement of it
has been proved. '
,Upon this ,question, although there is something to be said in favor
of the construction for by the defendant, I incline to agree
with the plaintiff that the location of the rock shaft within a hollow
bar is not an essential feature of the .invention described in the pat-
ent. I shall therefore, on this occasion, consider the patent as not
requiring the rock shaft to turn within a hollow bar. So understood,
the patent is for a device for opening and closing a. door, consisting
of a rock shaft, a leverattaohed toone' end ,of the shaft, alid also
secured to the door by a guiding frame, so arranged that a person
by meaus of a lever attached to'the other' end of the shaft, can open
and close the door. To this patent, so understood, several defenses
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are only one of which I find it necessary' to pass tfpon.
That defense is want of novelty. The testimony shows that in 1869,
Borne years prior to the time when O'Haire is said to have invented
his machine, one Samuel H. Little, upon the suggestion of his son-
in.law, who was superintending a street railroad in St. Louis, made 80
machine intended for the purpose of opening and closing a car door,
which machine is conceded to have been similar to that described in
O'Haire's patent in all its essential features.
The existence of Little's machine is fully proved, and not seriously

disputed by the plaintiff; but the plaintiff says all that Little did was
to make a model for the purpose of experiment, and then abandoned
his idea. In support· of this position, reliance is placed upon the con-
ceded facts that Little. although he had opportunity, never applied
his device to 80 car; that two weeks after constructing his machine he
removed the rock shaft and substituted an endless cord for the pur-
pose of opening and closing the door, and thereafter sent the door
with an endless cord, and Without a rock shaft, to Washington, and
there obtained a patent for his machine in that form. The defend-
ant, on the other hand, relies upon the fact proved that Little did
open and close a door by means of his machine; that he applied it to
a door nearly six feet high, and used it during two W'eeks to open and
close such a door, and thereby demonstrated the capacity of his de-
vice to open arid close the doors of the ordinary street-car; that
numerous persons saw the machine in: operation, and that within
three and a half years Little made a reprodu'Ction of his device, show-
ing that he did not abandon the idea, although he never sought to
secure an exclusive right thereto by means of a patent•
..In regard to these facts I remark that the fact that Little never
applied his device to the door of a ear' does not prove that his inven-
tion was never complete<I.; What Little undertook to do was to

a machine intended to open and close a door, and to show
that his invention was capable of being used to open and close the
door of So street car. He did invent So machine, the object of which
waS to 'open and close So doo1",and by applying it to the door to
which it DS a.pplied he did demonstrate that it was capable of open-
ing and closing door of a street-car. The fact' that he did not
patent this 'machine, 'and shortly after did patent another device
intended to accomplish the same purpose; while it goes to show that,
in his opinion, tpe latter was the better machine, does not prove tha.t
the former invention was·inchmplete. 'Little bad 'he right to aban-
don his first rilaehineto lhe;public; and he did 80; but such abandon-
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roem by no means compels the conclusion that his first invention was
never completed. '
Indeed, it seems impossible for the plain tiff to contend t.hat Little's

first machine did not display a completed invention, for the machine
was in all respects similar to the machine described in the O'Haire
patent, which the plaintiff is claiming in this suit, to have been a
completed invention by O'Haire. And it is impossible to hold that
Little allowed his inventiou to rest in experiment only, for the proof
is clear that he applied it to a door, and that by such application he
showed its capacity to. open and close the door of a car. Moreover,
there is no evidence to shew that Little found any difficulty in the
operation of the machine referred to, or ever contemplated any

in it. On the contrary, the models he subsequently made
the fonner machine without change, except as to size.

The controlling law in a case like this is to be found in Coffin v. Og-
den, 18 Wall. 120, where it is held that the invention or discovery
relied onal) a defense must hav;e and capable of pro-
ducing t4e result sough;t to be accomplished; atld this must be shown
by the defendant. The proofs here, in my opinion, come fully up to
,the requirements of the case cited;,and, according to the ruling of the
:supreme court in that case, the defense of want of novelty must be
held to have been here made outin respect to the O'Haire patent.
7'he patent in the bill is No. 161,568. This pat-

ent was issued March 30, 1875, to the plaintiff for an improvement
in sigrtaling drivers on st,reet cars. The inv;ention sought to be
,secured by this patent is stated in t;he specificatiQuto consist in "a
new combination .and 3Frangement with a streetcar of ·bells or gongs,
.,al).d of the cords or them." The object of the
juvention is stated in the specification to be to .enable passengers in
a street-car to signal the leaving their aeats. The
.(l!aim, is asfopows: i,

"In a street-car two beiI.-eords,each}provided with'a system (Yf:pull-straps,
.and arranged in such a manner a$: to. pa3s along· the lower margin of the roof

sic;l.e of the car, apd with a sigJ.\al bell; or gong
attached, t() the outSide of the of the car, substantially as and for
;the purPClse set forth." . ,>' •• '.

:The novel idea embodiedmthe invention described in this patent
.appears to consist in the employment of twobell·oords of a cert,ain
:description, arranged in peculiar w.oS,y, for the purpose of ringing a
·bell' ina street-car. The descrif)tion.ofcQrd employed is a cord hav-
·itIg.puli-straps.attache.d th:e.ret0,,()f- length toba:within easy
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reach of a seated passenger. The arrangement of these cords is the
On each side of the car one such cord is placed, running

along the lower margin of the roof, having one end attached to the
inside of the car at one end, and the other end attached to a bell on
the ontside of the driver's end of the car. When so arranged the
bell can be rung by any seated passenger by pulling anyone of the
pull-straps. In this invention the nuvelty cannot, of course, consist
in the employment of a cord to ring a bell, nor in the use of Ii, cord
with pull-straps attached thereto. Those are old devices. Nor can
the novelty be found in the length of the pull-straps, for no particular
length is me11tioned in the patent as necessary, and to bring a strap
within reach by increasing its length is nothing new.
Neither wag the. plaintiff the first to combine such a cord and such

pull-straps with a bell. Arrangements of that description have been
long in use.. But it is said that the novelty consists in this: that before
Stephenson, a cord, pull-straps, and bell were placed in the top of a
car, and that Stephenson changed the location from· the top of tlia car
to the lower margin, of the roof; and thereby the cord, pull-straps, and
bell were adapted ·to serve a substantially different and useful pur-
pose. I am, however, unable to discover any different purpose ac-
complished by tpis change of the location of the cord, pull-straps,and
bell of a car. ,The cord, pnll-straps, and bell all aqt in precisely the
same way when placed at the. lower margin aB when
placed U; the top of the roof, and the result produced is the same.
Again,it is said, Stephenson duplicated the cor<4pull-straps, and

bell. But the cord, pUll-straps, and bell that Stepheneion places on·
one side of his car, have no connection with the .cord, pull-9traps, and
bell on the opposide side. It is 8; simple duplicate of an old device,
without alteration of its mode of' action or changeintl:!eresult.
Neither by duplicating the cord, pull-straps, and bell, nor by ehangintg
their location from the top of the roof to the lower margin of the roM,
nor by both together,-and this i8all that Stephenson: did,liaccording
to his own witnesses,-was any new'result attained. It is doubt-
less more convenient for Bome to use the cord, pull.straps, and bell,
when located where Stephenson locates them, but no new, :result is
accomplished,., by using the device in the new place. THe. apparatus
isthe.same, and the. result obtained by its use is the same&s before.
To authorize a, patent the law requires the invention of B!newthing.
It is not by inventinga new place for au old
change of result. . . . .. . '. . .. .
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r obServe from. the testimony thai some of the experts
· ,the opinion that by placing th,e cord, pull-straps, and bell along the
side of a car a combination is effected with the car, or the sides of
the car, which properly form the subject of a patent. And there are
words in this patent that may have been intended to indicate that the
·invention consists in a combination, one element of which is a street-
car. But lam obliged to confess myself unable to understand how
the car; or the sides of the car, can be said to combine with the cord,
pull-straps, and bell to produce the result sought, namely, the ring-
ing of the hell. If so, then there is a patentable combination
between the front-door bell and the house wherein it rings i between
the church bell. and the church. The cord, pUll-straps, and bell are
placed in, a car in order that the bell when rung may be within hear-
ing distance of the driver of the car; but there is no combination
between the bell and the car in the legal sense, according to my under-
standing of the law.
The last position taken in support of this patent is that the inven-

,tion consists in .the addition of the pendants to the cord, and drawing
·the cord taut, instead of leaving it slack j and, it is said, drawing the
·cord taut and attaching to it a pendant, hanging within easy reach
of a seated,passlmger, turned the old device thatwttsa failure into
a success. One difficulty with this position is that the patent says
nClthing about drawing the cord taut. ,Nowhere in is men·
tionmade of a taut cord, and in the drawings attached to the patent
the cord is not taut, but slack. Nor is it possible to gather from any
part ofthespecification the idea that taut cordis a necessary feat-
ure .of the invention. Another difficulty is that attaching pendants
to a cord for the purpose of enabling the cord to be pulled by those
·who may have occasion· to pull it, is not a new idea first conceived by
· the plaintiff. If to attach a pull.strap to a cord be anything more
,than duplicating the cord, Stephenson was not the first to conceive
suchan idea., as in this case shows. For these reasons
·r am unable to, sustain the patent under considera.tion as being for a
new and useful invention made by the plaintiff, and must hold that
it affords no ground for an action against the defendants.
The third patent set forth in the bill was issued to John Stephen-

son September 7, 1875, and is numbered 167,585. The invention
described in this patent is therein sta.ted to consish-
"In combining amirtotwith the front hood of the car; it being 80 arranged
in connection therewith, and with an opening in the front end of the car, as ..
to give to tbe driver a clear view of the inside of the car, and through the
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e\ltrance'door -of' the latter, and, of 41.3
turn,l"ound for such purposEl..'1; enabling him; without withQrawing his
attention from the horses, to see when it is necessary to stop, either to'receive
a passenger, or to anow one to get out."

The claim is as follows:
.. The combination of a bonnet, provided with a mirror, with an opening, or

an opening covered by a transparent medium, in ihe front end ()f a street
car, substantially as and for the purpose set forth."

In support of this patent it isoontended that a n,ew. is pro-
duoed by employing a mirror as the plaintiff does, beoause.
a person who is outside a·building or room to see thro·.lghthe room
outside of which he is, and what is transpiring the room and
beyond the room in the rear of it; or, to quote from the expert oalled
by the plaintiff,...... ' ,
"By the combination described in the patent the driver c,an
of a room consisting of a car, and, all>O, he can look through Iiuchroom, and
see the spaee in the rear, and he can do this while himself olltside aftha ropm
into and tIu:ough he can soo." '

But this is not a statement of any new effect accomplished by &
pecnliar and novel method of using a mirror. It is simply-a descrip-
tion of the common. effect of a mirror; the only difference,being m
the object reftec\,ed bythe:mir!ror. A minoris not applie,4 to anew;
use when used to refiecta object for the first time. : Is there
any doubt that to the question how one could be enabled to see.,
behind him the interior of a car, and also look through such cfl,r anit
see the space in the rear, being himself outside; ;suohCll,r, that the
answer of any'intelligent person would be, "Employ a minol;?" Is
there any doubt tha.t every mechanic of ordinary ,skill, knowing the.
effect produced by a mirror. and knowing, alsot that mirrors bad
been' employed torefiecttothedriver of asteatn-cfJ,1' a:Q. !tllQ,ge':9f the
train behind him, and being required to devise a m€.thod to.-enable,
the driver of a stra1:lt-carto
enables the driver to do, would at the moment, and without experi-
ment, say, "Employ a mirror?" It does not seem to me possible that
such a probleu could be presented to the mind of II. mechanio of
ordinary intelligence without suggesting such a use of a mirror
as the plain tiff has described.
I am unable to see, therefore, how this patent can be sustained,

upon the gronnd that a new effeot is accomplished by the plaintiff's
invention, or a ,new function performed by a mirror used as the
plaintiff uses one. The most that can be said is "hat the occasion

--
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was new; and, in view of the evidence, to say that is not entirely easy.
The case seems clearly to be one of double use. It is also said that
the plaintiff's invention discloses a new combination, first employed
by him to accomplish the result described. According to the claim
of the patent the invention consists in combining the bonnet of a car,
provided with a mirror, with an opening in the front end of the car,
in such a manner that objects within the car and in the rear of the car
will be reflected in the mirror. But no combination between the
ments desoribed is effeated by this arrangement. Between the bonnet
and themirror there is no co-operation. The only relation which the
bonnet beats to the mirror is of a support. No ohange in the oper-
ation or action of the would result from substituting a diff€rent
support in place of the bonnet. Any mirror located in the same place
would without the hood reflect objects visible through an opening in
the endofthe car, in the same way that the plaintiff's mirror does. Nor.
is there any combination between the mirror and the opening in the
end of the car through which the light passes to the mirror. The
mirror does not co-operate with the opening; it simply, and' of itself,
reflects the objects before it in the same way as does any mirror
located in any other place. Indeed, the mere statement Of the claim
that the combination sought to be secured is between a mirror and
an opening, and that the result of the combination is a reflection on
the mirror of the objects beyond the opening, to my mind sufficiently
shows that the patent does not disclose a new and useful combina-
tion invented by the plaintiff.
These views compel the conclusion that the patent in question is

void, 'and renders it unnecessary to consider the other grounds of
defense to this patent, serious as some of them appear to be.
My determination upon the whole caso, therefore, io that tbe pat-

ents set forth in the bill afford no ground of action against the dEl-
fendant.
rhe bill is acoordingly dismissed, and with oosts.
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NEWTON t1. FURST & BRADLEY MANUF'a CO. and others.-
(Oircuit Court, N. D. nUMB. November 29, 1882.)

4.61S

1. PATlIlNTS POR INVENTIONS-REI88UE-ExpANSION 011' CLAn!:.
Where the claim of the original patent did not cover the device used by the

defendant, and a reissue was necessary to expand or explain the patent in or-
der to cover defendant's plow, such reissue is void.

2. S.um-WHAT MUST BE SHOWN.
It is incumbent on the owner ofa patent, when a reiBSue is taken long after

the date of the original, to show that there was some mistake or inadvertence in
the original issue, which made a reissue necessary to cover all the patentee had

.

Coburn <t Thatcher, for complainant.
West tt Bond,for defendant.
BLdDGETT, D. J. This is a bill to enjoin an alleged infringement

of a patent originally issued on the ninth of October, 1866, to F. S.
Davenport, for an improvement in "gang plows," !lnd reissued De-
cember 2, 1879, to the complainant, as assignee of Davenport. The
original patent, as shown, covered nearly all the elements which
enter into the organization of It "gang plow," and contained eight
claims, covering the several specific devices which were combined to
form the complete mechanism. One of the features of the original
patent was a brake arranged to act upon one of the ground or carry-
ing wheels, by means of which the forward ends of the plow-beams
were raised, so that the plows, when in motion, would be lifted or
thrown out of the ground by the power of the team; and this feature
was specifically covered by the first claim. The reissue contains
only thl'eeclaims, all intended to cover the brake, or, as it is called
in the reissue, "the clutch mechanism," by which the plows are lifted
from the ground. The defenses set up by the defendant are-First,
that they do not infringe the complainant's patent; second, that the
reissued patent is void, for the reason that it is for 80 different inven-
tion than that described in the original, and has been unwarrantably
expanded from the original.
It appears from the proof. that after the issue of the original patent

80 few plows were made embodying the general features of the patent
as a whole, but after a short experiment in offering this plow to the pub-
lic, the owner of the patent, and those operating under it, introduced
material changes in the general structure of toe machine, and only
. retained so much of the original device as embraced the mode of lin·
*Affirmed. See 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 869-

v.14,no.8-30


